YOUR SOURCE FOR
APPROVED-EQUAL PARTS

Now with hundreds of parts to choose from and kits customized for your fleet, the Kinetik™ and legacy MCI Coach Guard® lines have grown to be some of the largest OE alternative part sources in the industry used by major transit authorities and coach operators in North America.

TESTED. APPROVED. CERTIFIED.

Kinetik™ and legacy MCI Coach Guard® parts are precision engineered to meet or exceed industry standards. All safety-related items are rigorously tested by independent laboratories and approved by our Engineering. They are then inspected again by our Quality Assurance group to ensure they meet the highest standards.

CLEARLY IDENTIFIED.

Kinetik™ parts are clearly identified by the suffix NFA or KIN following the OEM part number. MCI Coach Guard® parts are clearly identified by the suffix CG following the OEM part number. Wherever possible, parts are identified with our distinctive Kinetik™ or MCI Coach Guard® symbol, allowing you to identify the part on your bus or in your inventory.

EXPANDING PRODUCT LINE.

NFI Parts™ offers a comprehensive assortment of products for all transit buses and motor coaches in North America. As our product assortment continues to expand, your customer service representative will keep you up-to-date with new products as they are launched.